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Abstract 

 
The purpose of this article is to define software personalization and software product. As on the market 
there are several types of software they all have in common the fact that they need personalization, 
whether that is possible or not in some cases. The idea is to have a solid backbone/core that can support 
building on top of it tailored functionalities. That backbone can also be a prototype and then the question 
that emerges is related to the characteristics that a prototype should have in order to turn into a software 
product that can be personalized. Authors have researched this aspect and present the results of their study 
in this article, this being actually the novelty that this article brings up.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPT 

DEFINITIONS 

 

In the specialized literature software is defined as: 

"a package of configured components or a 

software-based service, with ancillary materials, 

which is launched and traded in a specific market" 

(Xu and Brinkkemper, 2005). Also researchers 

have identified (Peter et al, 2010;  Sawyer, 2000; 

Natt, 2005; Alves and Castro, 2006) a number of 

types of software: packaged software, bespoke 

software, "off the shelf" software. 

The packaged software is defined as software sold 

as a negotiable commodity/product (purchased 

from a vendor, distributor or store) for all 

computers/platforms, workstations, usually 

packaged software is licensed for use, not sold 

(Peter et al, 2010; Sawyer, 2000). Bespoke 

software is also known as software development on 

the basis of a contract with a specific client (Peter 

et al, 2010; Natt, 2005). Software off the shelf is 

driven by market demands and applications offer 

many more functions compared to the clients' needs 

(Peter et al, 2010; Alves and Castro, 2006). 

Moving forward, it will be defined the notion of 

software product as it is seen and accepted by the 

authors in this article as well as the notion of 

software personalization. 

The software represents a mix of informatics 

components and their associated services that 

together bring added value to the user through the 

use of the product in question. In Figure 1 you can 

see parts of a software product as defined in the 

author's view: 

The core contains the basic product functionalities 

that allow the application to function and to be 

freestanding. The starting point for the core may 

actually be a prototype. The term productization 

does not officially exist in English language nor in 

the dictionary although it is increasingly common 

and mentioned in the technical literature. The term 

can be defined as a standardized process that aims 

to produce from available information a good high 

quality commercial good or service viable in the 

market (Arho et al, 2009). In another article, 

productization consists of analyzing the needs of 

the customers in the target market, product design 

and capabilities development to produce the 

product (Flamholtz and Aksehirli, 2000). 

The productization stage is defined by producing 

goods which may be placed on the market and the 

focus is on documentation, training and transfer to 

the production environment, the duration of this 

phase is variable depending on the size of the 

product (O'Neill et al, 1990). The main objective of 

productization is, therefore to use and re-use the 

know-how that has been gained from previous 

projects (Ojanen et al, 2007). Productization means 

to standardize the items to offer, the term 

productization includes many technological 

elements from the very early stages of designing a 

product (i.e., requirements management, selection 

of technology platforms, designing product 

architecture etc.) to commercial sales and product 

distribution (i.e., delivery channels, market 

positioning and product sales activities) (Hietala et 

al, 2004).  

This article refers to prototype productization, 

which involves the repetition of several cycles of 

defining requirements, coding, testing and system 

development, until the moment the prototype 

becomes stable, reliable and standardized so that it 

can be transferred to core level that is self-

contained and fully functional (as you can see in 

Figure 2). 

 

 

STUDY METHODOLOGY 

 

The results of two studies are presented in this 

article. The first study is only a calibration study 

that had the main purpose to identify the key 

characteristics that a prototype should have in order 

to be personalized later on. Being a calibration 

study only, the authors have targeted only 26 

respondents. After the results of the first study were 

identifies authors have pursued further and 

expanded the group target. The main purpose of the 

second study was to identify what are the most 

important characteristics from the ones mentioned 

in the calibration study. The second study also pays 

more attention and makes a distinct difference 

between the nature of the respondents (business or 

technical) in the attempt to identify how 

characteristics are perceived by two distinct groups.  

The study was conducted for one month in July 

2017 and the second study was conducted also for 

one month in October 2017. The method used is 

crowdsourcing. In Appendix 1 are mentioned the 

distribution channels for this study.  

 

 

STUDY RESULTS 

 

It should be underlined that the prototype moved to 

kernel-level must be able to withstand changes in 

order to add new features or in order to be 

personalized. Such a prototype must have certain 

characteristics in order to constitute the nucleus of 

a software product and to be customizable in the 

future. 

As demonstrated in Figure 3,the main characteristic 

of a prototype that can support personalization are:  

- flexibility (32%) 

- generic backbone (16%) 

- incorporated user experience (10%) 

- modularity (10%) 

- availability (7%) 
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- documented (6%) 

- extensible (3%) 

- scalable (3%) 

The flexibility character, in the context of this 

study, is given by how the prototype is built from 

the perspective of the code that determines how 

adaptable, flexible the prototype in question 

becomes, also the prototype should be configurable 

and to have accessible programming interfaces so 

that the prototype can be customized without 

modifying the source code. 

The generic character is given by the incorporation 

of general work flows and an advanced grouping 

feature. In terms of user experience, this should 

also be ensured by using a friendly interface. All at 

once the prototype should be made up of a series of 

modules that can be added or erased relatively 

easily. To win a competitive advantage, the 

prototype should be available on the market in a 

very short time. An important aspect is the 

associated documentation of the prototype that is 

need in order to be able to track exactly what has 

been customized and how does the architecture 

work in the event of incidents. 

When analyzing the data from the extended results 

(see Figure 4) where 100 professionals have 

responded to the survey, it is more clear that the top 

3 characteristics of a prototype to support 

personalization are: to be configurable, flexible and 

scalable. This is the view both for those having 

business roles as well as for those have technical 

roles.  

A good application programming interface, 

flexibility and scalability are definitely more 

important for technical roles than business roles. 

Almost the same levels of importance for the two 

roles have characteristics like generic modules and 

configurability. User friendly characteristic is more 

important for business roles than technical roles.  

Once the core is functional, the extra functionalities 

around it can be added to refine the initial 

application, either to extend the area of use. The 

core and extra features make up the informational 

components of the software. Around the 

informational components, their associated services 

can be built like support, maintenance, training and 

consultancy. 

In this article software personalization is defined as 

any change made to the software product, it 

includes modifications to source code 

(customization), to parameters (configuration) or 

modifications made to the associated services. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In the specialized literature software services and 

products are defined in different ways, in this 

artcile the authors have defined the software as 

being a mix of informatics components and their 

associated services that together bring added value 

to the user through the use of the product in 

question. 

This article refers to prototype productization, 

which involves the repetition of several cycles of 

defining requirements, coding, testing and system 

development, until the moment the prototype 

becomes stable, reliable and standardized so that it 

can be transferred to core level that is self-

contained and fully functional. 

Two studies have been conducted on more than 100 

professionals to identify the most important 

characteristics of a prototype that can support 

additional features/functionalities with the aim of 

personalization. After the extended study was 

executed, the conclusion is that it is more clear that 

the top 3 characteristics of a prototype to support 

personalization are: to be configurable, flexible and 

scalable. This is the view both for those having 

business roles as well as for those have technical 

roles.   
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Appendices 

 

- ProjectManagement.Com 

(https://www.projectmanagement.com/discussion-topic/52524/Software-customization-projects) 

-The Project Manager Network - #1 Group for Project Managers 

(https://www.linkedin.com/groups/37888/37888-6233951198957961216 ) 

- Telecoms Professionals: IoT, LTE, M2M, OTT, Internet of Things, Mobile, Telecom 

(https://www.linkedin.com/groups/23013/23013-6233949068633210882) 

- Project Manager Community - Best Group for Project Management 

(https://www.linkedin.com/groups/35313/35313-6231031368529383427) 

- PMLink - Project Management Link - Project, Program & Portfolio Managers, PMP, PMBOK, PMO 

(https://www.linkedin.com/groups/59531/59531-6231030086091575299) 

- Big Data, Analytics, Business Intelligence & Visualization Experts Community 

(https://www.linkedin.com/groups/23006/23006-6233948992544350210 ) 

- Telecom, Mobile Apps & Payment Professionals Worldwide 

(https://www.linkedin.com/groups/90498/90498-6233950370050244610) 

- PMO - Project Management Office 

(https://www.linkedin.com/groups/80342/80342-6229737207725457412 ) 

- I want to be a PMP® 

(https://www.linkedin.com/groups/2356441/2356441-6231032452828274688 ) 

- Project Management Group SP 

(https://www.linkedin.com/groups/47251/47251-6231031887327035395 ) 

- Global Project Management 

(https://www.linkedin.com/groups/2775/2775-6229737655308029957 ) 

 

Appendix 1, Channels used to distribute the study survey 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Software product 
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Figure 2. Prototype productization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Calibration study results 
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Figure 4. Extended study results 

 


